Insomnium questions TSE, role of student government
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Discussion of the problem was opened by Beaver Kay, president, Herb Finger '68, and John P. Morse '68. The discussion began with the question, "How near is the student government and the student press of the future?" It was pointed out that in construction of special equipment, government and students are in a conflict, and that it was not unusual for the building to remain an entire week of classes. Other members of the council were present. The discussion continued on the problem and the next meeting was set for December 4.

Randall's motion that the LLJ away primarily because of either JP or CP. City, Lined that. "most frosh did--the same." GlOve Fight. Furthbr, since "most sopho- freshmen and sophomores to take part in were "destructive rivalry" between class:

Field Day provides "good state school fun"
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